INTRODUCTION

Almost thirty-five years ago, historian Alfred Kelly published his classic article, *Clio and the Court: An Illicit Love Affair,* complaining about the Supreme Court's use of history in support of its interpretations of the Constitution. Kelly's article began what has amounted to a cottage industry among academics, who have criticized the Court's use of history, even (or especially) as the Court has increased its reliance on the Framers' intentions in recent years. While many have attacked the normative basis underlying the Supreme Court's use of history, Kelly focused his criticisms more precisely on the Court's historical methodology. He found that the Justices repeatedly engaged in the practice of selectively using sources to support their desired results, of refusing to acknowledge contrary evidence, and generally of ignoring context and the work of historians. While Kelly's article stands as one of the earliest and...
most penetrating criticisms of "law office history," it and other academic criticisms have done little to convince courts to cease their reliance on history. If anything, Justices of the Burger and Rehnquist Courts have only re-doubled their use of history—particularly of the Framers' intent—in the course of interpreting the Constitution, especially its structural provisions.3

If anything, historians' criticisms of law office history apply with equal force to the use of history in foreign affairs scholarship, from which Professor White's insightful paper is a welcome respite.4 As this seems to be the season to reveal illicit love affairs, this symposium is an opportunity to examine the relationship between Clio and academic work in the foreign affairs area. In particular, I wish to focus on the debate over war powers, a question on which scholars have invoked the original understanding of the Constitution to attack the presidential practice of initiating military hostilities without a declaration of war.5 Arguing that the Framers intended Congress to enjoy exclusive control over the decision to begin war, these scholars interpret the Declare War Clause as a separation of powers provision that limits the Executive's commander-in-chief abilities to wartime. In response, a smaller group of supporters of presidential war-making authority turn to historical practice—Congress has declared war only five times, while the President has committed troops to combat perhaps hundreds of times, most recently in Iraq, Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, and Kosovo—and the executive branch's structural superiority in protecting the nation in a dangerous world.6

3. For an outspoken defense of the Rehnquist Court's use of history by one of the leading practitioners, see, for example, ANTONIN SCALIA, A MATTER OF INTERPRETATION (1996); Antonin Scalia, Originalism: The Lesser Evil, 57 U. CIN. L. REV. 849 (1989).


6. See, e.g., EDWARD S. CORWIN, THE PRESIDENT: OFFICE AND POWERS,
Scholars of both camps set up a classic problem of constitutional interpretation: a contradiction between the Constitution's original understanding and constitutional practice. This divergence between academic theory and political practice, however, begins to disappear on closer examination. In particular, most pro-Congress scholars have committed classic errors of law office history by quoting sources selectively, by failing to address and resolve conflicting evidence, and by ignoring current historiography. To the extent more recent works have displayed a greater sensitivity to history, they have made the mistake of analyzing the history at too broad a level of generality to prove useful in interpreting legal texts. On the other hand, pro-Executive scholars place excessive weight on post-ratification history. In conceding to the pro-congressional voices their claims about the original understanding, they are left asserting that the recent practice of the political branches can trump the original meaning of the Constitution. In both cases, too much history, if not handled with care, may cloud rather than sharpen analysis.

Another fault shared by both the pro-Congress and pro-Executive views is the belief that the Constitution establishes a precise process for war making. Pro-Congress supporters believe that the President may not begin any military conflicts, aside from defending an attack on the United States, without congressional approval. Pro-Executive adherents claim that the President has the authority to wage war unilaterally. In fact, a careful attention to the historical sources suggests that the Framers did not have a fixed vision of the correct method to begin war. The Constitution vests Congress and the President with different powers in the field of war, and it allows the exercise of war powers to develop within the boundaries established by those powers. Evidence from the Founding period indicates


7. See generally Treanor, supra note 5.
that the Framers expected that the branches would exercise their plenary powers to cooperate, and, at times, to struggle for control over war. They did not understand the Constitution to establish a precise, permanent process for making war in the same manner that it created a detailed method for making laws.

The Constitution's flexibility on the question of war powers will become clearer when we focus on a different type of history concerning the original understanding. Scholars who have worked on this issue generally have used history much in the way lawyers use other forms of evidence. The statements of the major players are combed for the perfect quote that reinforces a thesis, or for an admission against interest, without regard to context. In contrast, other recent work has sought to locate war powers within the broader political and cultural themes of the times, by using the methods of the intellectual history of the Founding era. This approach, however, has the tendency to increase the complexity of the evidence at hand without tethering it to the constitutional text. I propose instead that we focus our inquiry on the historical development of legal texts and their expression of political and institutional relationships of their time. We might call this method "historical textualism," because it focuses on the origins and development of the constitutional phrases and clauses in the Constitution's precursors. It might be compared to, in the field of statutory interpretation, the practice of reading a statute in pari materia with the United States Code, but one that also makes comparisons between code provisions over time.

An example will illustrate this approach. In interpreting the meaning of the Declare War Clause, we should not look exclusively at what a particularly influential Framer said about the provision at the Philadelphia Convention or in the ratification debates. Instead, we first should examine the phrase's meaning in significant Founding era legal documents, principally the British Constitution in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the state constitutions, and the Articles of Confederation. We should attempt to reconstruct what the British believed a declaration of war to be, and how the power

8. See, e.g., Ely, supra note 5; Fisher, supra note 5; Glennon, supra note 5; Koh, supra note 5; Stromseth, supra note 5.

9. See, e.g., Treanor, supra note 5.
was to be exercised, because the Framers had been, after all, citizens of the British Empire for most of their lives. As the British Constitution was (and is) an unwritten one formed by tradition and practice, the power to declare war can be given meaning not just by examining writers such as Blackstone, but also by reviewing British political history. Examples of British war making will indicate the processes, institutional relationships, and patterns of activity that the Framers understood would be created by adopting—or rejecting—the British Constitution’s allocation of governmental powers. Examining state constitutions will provide similar context concerning the meaning of constitutional texts and the governmental conduct that these phrases were expected to permit. Finally, we should look to the ratification debates as the formal expression of approval for the Constitution.

Approaching constitutional interpretation in this manner bears several advantages. First, focusing on the text employs history at an effective level of generality. It avoids the dangers of allowing pure intellectual history to scatter our analysis. Although we can use historical works about systems of belief widely held by Americans at the time of the Framing, they are relevant only insofar as their findings found expression in the constitutional text. The text serves as the instrument that distilled abstract political theories and beliefs into a workable system of government. It is these concrete texts, and the political institutions and relationships to which they had given rise, that would have formed the context within which the Framers would have understood the war clauses.

Second, focusing on the texts and the ratification process is more faithful to the normative goals of originalist interpretation. Originalism focuses both on what the Framers believed and what they did. The action of ratification by popularly elected conventions selected specifically for the purpose gave the Constitution its political legitimacy. Therefore, what those who ratified the Constitution believed the meaning of the text to be is determinative for originalist purposes, rather than the intentions of those who drafted the document. It is the original understanding of the document, held by its ratifiers, that is dispositive, not the original intentions of its drafters.

Our effort should seek to reconstruct the understandings of the delegates who participated in the ratification process of the state conventions, and of the leaders who debated the proposed Constitution in the press, rather than the intentions of those who drafted the Constitution but were not politically authorized to adopt it. Of course, statements and arguments the drafters made in Philadelphia can provide evidence of the widely held beliefs and understandings of the Framers.

On this point, I am following the distinction made by several students of the ratification period, such as Leonard Levy, Jack Rakove, and Charles Lofgren. These scholars distinguish between "original intent," which refers to the purposes and decisions of the Constitution's authors, and "original understanding," which includes the impressions and interpretations of the Constitution held by its "original readers—the citizens, polemicians, and convention delegates who participated in one way or another in ratification." If we are looking at history from the ratification simply to inform a contemporary decision regarding the Constitution's meaning, then all sorts of material, including the Philadelphia Convention debates and post-ratification interpretations of the Constitution, will become relevant. For that matter, history well after the ratification could prove just as useful, as a sign of consistent practice. If we begin, however, at the normative starting point that the Constitution's legitimacy derives from its popular ratification, a narrower set of sources becomes authoritative. Because the approval of the state ratifying conventions gave the Constitution its life, the understanding of those who participated in the ratification should guide our interpretation of the text. Speeches, pamphlets, and debates during the ratification will indicate what those convention delegates believed the text and structure of the Constitution to mean.

If one agrees with this normative goal of originalist constitutional interpretation, then some heavy lifting is required. Simply dredging up a few selective quotes from famous Framers at the Philadelphia Convention cannot fully re-create the legal and political world of the ratifiers; in fact, such an ap-

12. RAKOVE, supra note 10, at 8.
approach may yield a decidedly distorted view of the Constitution. Instead, we must attempt to understand the political theories, the recent political history, the assumptions, and the conceptions that comprised the likely worldview of all of the ratifiers, rather than the ideas of a few. Examining textual development does this in several ways. Looking at the British constitutional practice allows us to sketch the general assumptions about governmental structure and practice that the ratifiers would have held. If the Framers incorporated and borrowed British phrases in the Constitution, they may have expected the political branches to duplicate British notions and British practice as well. Colonial charters, state constitutions, and the Articles of Confederation also provide important baselines against which to measure the Framers’ design. Elements of the ratifiers' work may have represented rejection, or approval, of colonial and early state political experiences. These sources provide examples of other options that the Framers could have chosen, of the manner in which different government structures had operated, and of the way in which political ideas and agendas had found earlier expression.

I

Although the text of the Constitution divides the power to make war between the President and Congress, it does not clearly address the authority to initiate a war. Article I vests Congress with the power to “declare War, grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal, and make Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water.”\(^\text{13}\) Congress also possesses the authority to “raise and support Armies,”\(^\text{14}\) to “provide and maintain a Navy,” to “make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the land and naval Forces,”\(^\text{15}\) “[t]o provide for calling forth the Militia to execute the Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections and repel Invasions,”\(^\text{16}\) and to “provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining, the Militia.”\(^\text{17}\) Other foreign relations powers vested in Congress include the authority to regulate in-

---

14. Id. cl. 12.
15. Id. cl. 13.
16. Id. cl. 15.
17. Id. cl. 16.
terstate commerce,\textsuperscript{18} to enact immigration laws,\textsuperscript{19} and to pass laws for punishing piracy.\textsuperscript{20}

In light of this lengthy enumeration, the President’s foreign affairs powers appear to be less extensive than those of Congress. Article II of the Constitution states that “[t]he President shall be Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States, and of the Militia of the several States, when called into the actual Service of the United States.”\textsuperscript{21} He also is vested with all of the executive power of the United States,\textsuperscript{22} which may contain additional war-making authority. The President also possesses the authority to receive ambassadors, and he shares with the Senate the power to appoint ambassadors and to make treaties.\textsuperscript{23} While federal courts have no explicit constitutional role in war making, they exercise jurisdiction over cases arising under the Constitution, treaties, and federal laws,\textsuperscript{24} and those involving ambassadors, admiralty and maritime, and diversity suits with foreign states or citizens.\textsuperscript{25}

What the Constitution gives to the political branches, it explicitly takes from the states. Article I, Section 10 declares that “[n]o State shall, without the Consent of Congress . . . keep Troops, or Ships of War in time of Peace, enter into any Agreement or Compact with . . . a foreign Power, or engage in War, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent Danger as will not admit of delay.”\textsuperscript{26} It also prohibits the states from entering into any treaties, alliances, or confederations.\textsuperscript{27} Unfortunately, war powers scholars have ignored the Constitution’s treatment of the relationship between federalism and the foreign affairs powers. Comparing the text of Article I, Section 10 with the vesting of war-making powers at the national level produces some overlooked insights. For example, in prohibiting the states from becoming involved in war, the Constitution states that states may not “engage” in war, while Congress only has the power to “declare” war. If the Framers had wanted to

\begin{footnotesize}
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\item See id. § 1, cl. 1.
\item See id. cl. 2.
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vest in Congress the power to decide on war, then we would have expected them to state that Congress had the power to decide whether to engage the United States in war, rather than using the more ambiguous "declare war" phrase. The absence of the word "engage" from Congress's store of powers at least suggests that the President may have more powers than academics think, and Congress less. If the Framers had wanted to require congressional authorization before the initiation of hostilities, Article I, Section 10 also shows that they knew how to say so ("The President shall not, without Consent of Congress . . . ").

This formal distribution of powers has produced a system of modern war making in which presidents have unilaterally committed troops to hostilities. While academics believe that the power to declare war indicates that Congress must authorize the beginning of any hostilities against a foreign power, Congress has declared war only five times, most recently more than fifty years ago in World War II. Meanwhile, the United States has committed military forces to combat at least 125 times in the Constitution's 210-year history, although most of these interventions either were small-scale operations or received some form of congressional approval. Since World War
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28. Works in other foreign relations law areas place similar interpretive weight on the comparison between Article I, Section 10 and the national government's foreign affairs powers. For example, Article I, Section 10 bars the states from entering into "any Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation" and declares that "[n]o state shall, without the Consent of Congress . . . enter into any Agreement or Compact with another State, or with a foreign Power." U.S. CONST. art. I, § 10. Scholars such as Myres McDougal and Laurence Tribe have argued that this language suggests that the Constitution contemplates other species of international agreements in addition to treaties. Because the Constitution does not prohibit the national government from entering into these nontreaty international agreements, the reasoning goes, the President or the President and Congress may enter the nation into sole executive agreements and congressional-executive agreements that do not meet the Treaty Clause's requirements. See, e.g., Myres S. McDougal & Asher Lans, Treaties and Congressional-Executive or Presidential Agreements: Interchangeable Instruments of National Policy: 1, 54 YALE L.J. 181 (1945); Myres S. McDougal & Asher Lans, Treaties and Congressional-Executive or Presidential Agreements: Interchangeable Instruments of National Policy: 2, 54 YALE L.J. 534 (1945); Laurence H. Tribe, Taking Text and Structure Seriously: Reflections on Free-Form Method in Constitutional Interpretation, 108 HARV. L. REV. 1223, 1265-67 (1995). But see Bruce Ackerman & David Golove, Is NAFTA Constitutional?, 108 HARV. L. REV. 799 (1995).

29. The other four were the War of 1812, the Mexican-American War of 1848, the Spanish-American War of 1898, and World War I.

II, however, presidents have engaged in several significant military engagements without a declaration of war or other congressional authorization. When President Truman introduced American troops into Korea in 1950, he did not seek congressional approval, relying instead on his inherent executive and commander-in-chief powers. In the Vietnam conflict, President Johnson never obtained a declaration of war nor unambiguous congressional authorization, although the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution expressed some level of congressional support for military intervention. In the wake of Vietnam, Congress, over President Nixon's veto, enacted the War Powers Resolution, which placed time limits and reporting requirements on the use of American military force abroad. Presidents Ford, Carter, and Reagan engaged in several military actions without congressional assent, although they did submit reports in compliance with the requirements of the War Powers Resolution. Publicly declaring that he had the constitutional authority to unilaterally initiate war, President Bush committed a half-million soldiers to warfare in Operation Desert Storm for a period of time that violated the War Powers Resolution. President Clinton has followed these precedents in Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, the Middle East, and Kosovo.

These examples suggest that by conduct and consent, the

---


32. While presidential critics such as Ely and Henkin generally attack unilateral executive war making in the postwar period, they find the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution to amount to acceptable congressional authorization for war, even though it was not a declaration of war. See ELY, supra note 5, at 16; HENKIN, supra note 5, at 101-02. Other critics, however, believe the Vietnam War was unconstitutional as well. See, e.g., ARTHUR M. SCHLESINGER, JR., THE IMPERIAL PRESIDENCY 177-207 (1973); J. Gregory Sidak, To Declare War, 41 DUKE L.J. 27 (1991); Francis D. Wormuth, The Nixon Theory of the War Power: A Critique, 60 CAL. L. REV. 623, 690-94 (1972).


34. See Yoo, War Powers, supra note 31, at 181-82.

35. See id. at 186-88.
branches of government have established a stable, working system of war powers. The President has taken the primary role in deciding when and how to initiate hostilities. Congress has allowed the executive branch to assume the leadership and initiative in war, and instead has assumed the role of approving military actions after the fact by declarations of support and by appropriations.\(^{36}\) Throughout, courts have invoked the political question doctrine to avoid interfering in war powers questions. War powers scholars such as John Hart Ely, Michael Glennon, Louis Henkin, and Harold Koh have criticized the performance of each of the branches.\(^{37}\) They argue that the President possesses no unilateral authority to begin offensive wars, that the separation of powers dictates a balanced system in which both the President and Congress must share the war power, and that courts have a constitutional duty to enforce this allocation of war powers. The linchpin of their arguments is the Declare War Clause, which they believe gives Congress the sole right to decide whether to take the nation into military hostilities.

In criticizing presidential war making, these scholars have relied heavily on the original understanding. Professor Ely, for example, declares that there is a “clarity of the Constitution on this question.”\(^{38}\) While he acknowledges that “the ‘original understanding’ of the document’s Framers and ratifiers can be obscure to the point of inscrutability,” he bluntly concludes that “[i]n this case, . . . it isn’t.”\(^{39}\) He turns to several well-known statements by prominent Founding-era Framers—such as James Madison, James Wilson, and Joseph Story—to demonstrate that the Framers understood the Declare War Clause to give Congress the sole power over deciding on war. During the debate over the clause in the Philadelphia Convention, for example, Madison moved to “insert ‘declare,’ striking out ‘make’ war; leaving to the Executive the power to repel sudden attacks.”\(^{40}\) Ely takes this evidence as proof that the Framers intended the President to keep battlefield command of the military, but only once war is declared, unless the President is

\(^{36}\) See Koh, supra note 5, at 123-33.

\(^{37}\) See Ely, supra note 5, at 47-67; Glennon, supra note 5, at 35-70; Henkin, supra note 5, at 17-43; Koh, supra note 5, at 117-49.

\(^{38}\) Ely, supra note 5, at 5.

\(^{39}\) Id. at 3.

\(^{40}\) 2 THE RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787, at 318 (Max Farrand ed., 1911).
defending the nation from surprise attack. If anything, however, Madison's quote here hurts Ely's case, as the change in the Constitution took from Congress the power to "make" war and reduced it only to "declaring" war, which indicates that war power had been transferred from Congress to the Executive. Nonetheless, Madison and other Framers supported the diminution of executive power, according to Ely, because they suspected that the President was prone to war. They place great store in a quote by Madison: "The constitution supposes, what the History of all Governments demonstrates, that the executive is the branch of power most interested in war, and most prone to it. It has accordingly with studied care, vested the question of war in the Legislature." Pro-Congress scholars place great weight on Madison's arguments due to his status as the "father of the Constitution," as the author of the Bill of Rights, and as a coauthor of the Federalist Papers.

The second link in Ely's trilogy of evidence is James Wilson's defense of the Constitution before the Pennsylvania Ratifying Convention. Describing the vesting of war powers in the national government at the expense of the states, Wilson said:

This system will not hurry us into war; it is calculated to guard against it. It will not be in the power of a single man, or a single body of men, to involve us in such distress; for the important power of declaring war is vested in the legislature at large: this declaration must be made with the concurrence of the House of Representatives: from this circumstance we may draw a certain conclusion that nothing but our national interest can draw us into a war.

Ely and others interpret this statement as supplying the rea-

41. See ELY, supra note 5, at 5.
42. Letter from James Madison to Thomas Jefferson (Apr. 2, 1798), in 6 THE WRITINGS OF JAMES MADISON, at 312 (Gaillard Hunt ed., 1906); see also ELY, supra note 5, at 4.
43. See, e.g., Treanor, supra note 5, at 745-48.
44. JONATHAN ELLIOT, 2 THE DEBATES IN THE SEVERAL STATE CONVENTIONS ON THE ADOPTION OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION AS RECOMMENDED BY THE GENERAL CONVENTION AT PHILADELPHIA IN 1787, at 528 (1836). This is the citation provided by Ely and Stromseth, among others. For reasons I discuss below, the better citation is to 2 DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTITUTION, at 583 (Merrill Jensen ed., 1976) [hereinafter DOCUMENTARY HISTORY].
son for vesting in Congress the power to declare war.\textsuperscript{45} Apparently, the Framers hoped that by making the procedure of going to war a difficult one, they would succeed in limiting the occasions for war to those that were absolutely necessary.\textsuperscript{46} The Framers sought to remove this power from the Executive, which they believed to be the branch most prone to war, and to give it to the legislature, which would require time and deliberation for its decision.\textsuperscript{47} The third piece of evidence raised by pro-Congress scholars are the comments of Joseph Story, who, like Wilson, maintained that vesting the House with the power to declare war would slow down the war-making process.\textsuperscript{48}

Ely's work represents the leading brief for the traditional pro-Congress view of war powers, and as such it is typical in its methodological flaws. None of this evidence is used to show a common understanding among the Framers that a declaration of war had to precede the initiation of hostilities, or that the Declare War Clause was shorthand for a requirement of congressional authorization for all uses of military force. Of the three sources upon which Ely places chief reliance, two of them are quite weak as evidence of an original understanding. We perhaps should accord Joseph Story the least interpretive weight. Story did not participate in the Philadelphia Convention or the ratification debates; he was only eight years old at the time. He was born three years after the American Revolution. While his \textit{Commentaries on the Constitution} is a classic treatise on the Founding document, it first left the printing press in 1833, forty-five years after the ratification.\textsuperscript{49} Although one of the nation's greatest Justices and one of its first law professors, Story had no personal experiences that gave him special insight into the drafting or ratification of the Constitution. Story deserves the same respect accorded to the opinions of any other intelligent, learned observer of the Constitution, but his

\textsuperscript{45} See ELY, \textit{supra} note 5, at 3; Stromseth, \textit{supra} note 5, at 851; Treanor, \textit{supra} note 5, at 717.

\textsuperscript{46} See ELY, \textit{supra} note 5, at 140 n.10.

\textsuperscript{47} See, \textit{e.g.}, Stromseth, \textit{supra} note 5, at 851-52 (quoting Letter from James Madison to Thomas Jefferson (Apr. 2, 1798)).

\textsuperscript{48} See 3 JOSEPH STORY, \textit{COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES} § 570 (Ronald D. Rotunda & John E. Nowak eds., Carolina Academic Press 1987) (1833); \textit{see also} ELY, \textit{supra} note 5, at 4; Stromseth, \textit{supra} note 5, at 859 n.76.

\textsuperscript{49} For Story's biographical details, see Ronald D. Rotunda & John E. Nowak, \textit{Introduction} to \textit{STORY, supra} note 48, at v, v-xiv.
analysis should not be considered to be evidence of the original understanding.

Although James Madison was a leading participant in the Philadelphia Convention and the ratification, his comments have other problems for originalist purposes. His amendments to the Declare War Clause came during the Philadelphia Convention, a closed session of like-minded delegates who had not been elected by the people to represent them in the task of drafting a constitution. As the records of the Convention debates, kept in Madison’s own hand, were not made available during the process of ratification, the intentions of the drafters of the provision could not have guided ratifiers’ understanding. According dispositive weight to statements made during the Philadelphia Convention is like allowing the intentions of a special interest group, having drafted a proposed statute, to dominate judicial interpretation of a public law, rather than using the statements of the members of Congress who introduced and voted for it. While they constitute our most extensive record of the Philadelphia Convention, Madison’s journals are also spotty and incomplete. At best, his notes were able to record only ten percent of the speeches made at Philadelphia, and it has become clear that Madison added to the journals at a later time to expand on ideas that he expressed in only embryonic form in the summer of 1787. The fragmentary and incomplete nature of Madison’s notes is nowhere clearer than with regard to the Declare War Clause. Several scholars acknowledge that the debate over the Clause, which consists of only one page of Madison’s 1273-page record, is confusing at best, which may be understandable in light of the fact that the issue arose late in the day toward the end of the Convention’s deliberations in August. Anyone who has experienced the pleasure of spending August in Philadelphia can sympathize with the Framers’ weariness and cloudy thinking.

Repeating Madison’s suspicions about the executive branch’s tendency towards war presents even more methodo-

50. Madison’s journals were not made public until the time of his death. See RAKOVE, supra note 10, at 3-5.
52. See, e.g., RAKOVE, supra note 10, at 83-84; Treanor, supra note 5, at 716-17.
logical problems. Scholars who employ this statement—and there are several—often fail to reveal that Madison made it in a private letter to Thomas Jefferson in April 1798, a decade after the ratification. The timing of the letter itself should indicate that it was not a reflection of a shared understanding held by the Framers at the time of ratification. Unlike his Helvidius-Pacificus exchanges with Hamilton four years earlier, Madison did not even declare these sentiments in a public forum. Furthermore, it is difficult to believe that Madison had written these thoughts free from partisan influence. In the spring and summer of 1798, the Federalists appeared to be driving the nation into war with France, a conflict that Thomas Jefferson and his new party badly wanted to avoid. On April 2, 1798, Congress had asked for and made public the papers of the XYZ Affair, in which French ministers had demanded bribes before allowing American envoys to negotiate. In response to the ensuing outrage throughout the country, Congress voted to expand the peacetime military to 10,000 troops and to allow American ships to attack French merchantmen. A furious Jefferson believed that the papers proved nothing and were being used as the pretext for a war desired only by the Federalists, whom he believed sought to create a military-industrial state along British lines. Madison’s private comments came, then, during a period of heated partisanship between his party and that of his rival, Hamilton, over a war ten years after ratification. Unless Madison’s thoughts in 1798 constituted part of a sustained strain of thought that he had held since before the ratification (which they did not), or they were emblematic of a broad consensus among the Framers both before and after 1788, they are post-enactment legislative history of the sort that deserves limited weight.

Wilson’s Pennsylvania Convention address, however, does not suffer from the anachronisms of Madison’s private letter. As a speech apparently directly on point by one of the leading figures of the Philadelphia Convention and the ratification, it

53. See, e.g., Ely, supra note 5, at 4; Stromseth, supra note 5, at 851.
55. See id. at 588.
57. See id.
has become the crucial piece of evidence in the pro-Congress arsenal. Although he favored a strong presidency in domestic affairs, James Wilson led the charge in the Philadelphia Convention to reduce the Executive's foreign affairs powers. We should be wary, however, of the perfect quote that appears to say exactly what we want. When we look at Wilson's language in context, it is not as clear as it at first seems. Wilson's speech did not occur in response to complaints that the President possessed excessive war powers; rather, it took place in a broader discussion about the virtues of forming a true nation-state, whose unified strength would deter the European powers from attacking the United States. Much as President Washington would predict in his farewell address, Wilson argued that a stronger nation, and the great distances of the Atlantic Ocean, would keep the new nation from "mix[ing] with the commotions of Europe." "No sir," Wilson said to the Pennsylvania Antifederalists, "we are happily removed from them, and are not obliged to throw ourselves into the scale with any."

Wilson's oft-quoted statement, it seems, addresses as much a federalism issue as a separation of powers issue. It seeks to reassure its listeners that the President and Senate, using their treaty powers, could not obligle the nation to go to war, which was a fairly common practice in an international system dependent on alliances and balance of power politics. In fact, this issue would become a source of political controversy during the Washington administration, which struggled over whether the 1778 Treaty of Amity and Commerce with France required the United States to assist revolutionary France in its war with the other European great powers. Instead, Wilson argued, only a democratic process involving the President, Senate, and

58. See, e.g., ELY, supra note 5, at 3-5; FISHER, supra note 5, at 7-8; Raoul Berger, War-Making by the President, 121 U. PA. L. REV. 36 (1972); Lofgren, supra note 11, at 83-84.
59. See, e.g., 1 THE RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787, supra note 40, at 65-66 (Madison's notes record that Wilson "did not consider the Prerogatives of the British Monarch as a proper guide in defining the Executive powers. Some of these prerogatives were of a Legislative nature. Among others that of war & peace &c."). In the Committee of Detail, Wilson issued a draft of the Constitution that assigned to Congress the power "to make War." 2 id. at 168.
60. See 2 DOCUMENTARY HISTORY, supra note 44, at 583.
61. See id.
62. See Yoo, War Powers, supra note 31, at 286 n.547.
63. See ELKINS & MCKITRICK, supra note 54, at 346-53.
House of Representatives, not merely "a single man" nor "a single body of men," could bring the nation into a full-scale war.\textsuperscript{64} Wilson's speech, however, does not fully equate the power to declare war with the power to decide to initiate war. One could also read Wilson as understanding a declaration of war to be a necessary component to total war, but not the first step toward such a conflict. Nor was he clearly addressing all forms of conflict, such as "imperfect" war, as some eighteenth-century treatises called it,\textsuperscript{65} or lesser types of hostilities. Pro-Congress scholars need to place comments such as Wilson's in a broader intellectual framework so that we might understand whether Wilson's use of words such as "war" equate with our end-of-the-millennium understandings. Only in this way can we evaluate whether Wilson's beliefs were shared by other Framers.\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{64} See 2 DOCUMENTARY HISTORY, supra note 44, at 583.
\textsuperscript{65} See Yoo, War Powers, supra note 31, at 204-08.
\textsuperscript{66} To show the faults of Ely's approach, which is rather typical of much war powers scholarship, one could simply answer his Wilson quote with yet another quote. If we were using history in the law office fashion, we simply could pull out a comment that suggests an opposite principle at work. Wilson made his comments on December 11, 1787, during the Pennsylvania Ratifying Convention. He did not make his speech in answer to a specific Antifederalist criticism of the Constitution for vesting too much war power in the President. Rather, he made the comment as an aside in his general response to concerns about Congress's powers to keep a standing army in peacetime. See, e.g., 2 DOCUMENTARY HISTORY, supra note 44, at 572, 577-83. An essay that received much wider circulation, Federalist No. 6, took the opposite position on the nature of legislatures and war. Wrote Alexander Hamilton as Publius:

\begin{quote}
Has it not . . . invariably been found, that momentary passions and immediate interests have a more active and imperious control over human conduct than general or remote considerations of policy, utility or justice? Have republics in practice been less addicted to war than monarchies? Are not the former administered by men as well as the latter? Are there not aversions, predilections, rivalships and desires of unjust acquisitions that affect nations as well as kings? Are not popular assemblies frequently subject to the impulses of rage, resentment, jealousy, avarice, and of other irregular and violent propensities? Is it not well known that their determinations are often governed by a few individuals, in whom they place confidence, and are of course liable to be tinctured by the passions and views of those individuals?
\end{quote}

\textit{The Federalist No. 6} (Alexander Hamilton), reprinted in 14 DOCUMENTARY HISTORY, supra note 44, at 99. Continuing in this vein, Publius then listed various republics from antiquity that had proven just as warlike as their monarchical or aristocratic neighbors. See id. Just as Wilson believes that a democracy will slow down the path to war, Publius appears to argue that democracies are just as warlike as any other form of government. The example of \textit{Federalist No. 6} does not "counter" Wilson's Convention speech, just as Wilson's Convention speech, by
To be sure, Ely is not the only war powers scholar to engage in these methodological missteps. For example, another member of the pro-Congress camp, Professor Jane Stromseth, makes several of the same mistakes that corrupt Ely’s analysis. In her discussion of the original understanding, she begins with comments by Madison and Wilson in the Philadelphia Convention and the Pennsylvania Ratifying Convention, without making any distinctions about the relevance or methodological importance of the two. She then rapidly expands her analysis to include all sorts of evidence, most of it from well after the ratification, without regard to their value in reflecting the original, not subsequent, understanding of the Constitution. For example, Professor Stromseth quotes and cites, in rapid order, Hamilton’s and Madison’s remarks in the 1794 Helvidius-Pacificus debates; a private 1848 letter by Abraham Lincoln (certainly not a Framer); an opinion by Thomas Jefferson as Secretary of State (he was not even in the United States during the Philadelphia Convention or the ratification); the seventeenth and eighteenth-century international law treatises of Hugo Grotius, J.J. Burlamaqui, and Emmerich de Vattel; a private letter by Hamilton in 1798; Madison in a private 1827 letter; Hamilton in 1801 examining Jefferson’s message to Congress; Supreme Court prize cases from the early 1800s; dicta from an 1806 federal case in New York circuit court that did not hold on war powers; and the 1863 Prize Cases. Stromseth’s methodological problem is not just that many of her sources come from after the ratification, but that her evidence is mixed all together rather than placed in something of an order that demonstrates the flow and pace of ratification history. Rather than explain the relevance and weight of each piece of evidence, and show how each fits into the greater political, constitutional, and legal developments of the ratification period, Professor Stromseth collects all of her sources without sensitivity to context and then asks the reader to rely on her judgment as to the overall picture that she draws.

---

67. See Stromseth, supra note 5, at 851.
68. See id. at 851-64 nn.24-103.
69. See, e.g., id. at 859 ("[M]y own reading of the sources from the Founding
Perhaps sensing the weakness of the traditional pro-Congress view, Stromseth and others, such as Jules Lobel, have shifted the thrust of their arguments from the Declare War Clause to, of all things, the Marque and Reprisal Clause. In part, this is a response to recent history, in which presidents have conducted “police actions,” smaller conflicts, and covert activity involving military hostilities that are hard to classify as full-blown wars of the same magnitude as World Wars I and II. Stromseth, who relies on the earlier works of Jules Lobel and Charles Lofgren, believes that letters of marque and reprisal had come “to signify any intermediate or low-intensity hostility short of declared war.” When combined with Congress’s control over declaring war, Stromseth, Lobel, and Lofgren argue, the Marque and Reprisal Clause provides Congress with full control over the initiation of all military hostilities, whether they be total war or covert actions. They rely on the definition of marque and reprisal contained in international law treatise writers, such as Grotius (1629), Vattel (1758), and English writers such as Blackstone, who declared that such letters were a form of “imperfect” war in which the hostilities did not rise to the level of total war.

Such interpretive moves, however, rip the constitutional text from historical context. Treatises by writers such as Blackstone or Vattel can be useful in filling in the intellectual backdrop to the thinking of the Framers. Selections from these authorities, however, can prove misleading because they could ultimately convinces me that Rostow’s understanding of Congress’s constitutional war powers is too narrow.”). Stromseth also maintains:

My best reading of the sources is that the Founders would have expected the President as Commander in Chief and Chief Executive to protect the United States in a dangerous and uncertain world by repelling actual or imminent attacks against the United States, its vessels, and its armed forces, but not, on his own, to go beyond this authority and effectively change the state of the nation from peace to war.

Id. at 862.


71. See Lobel, supra note 70, at 1035; Charles A. Lofgren, War-Making Under the Constitution: The Original Understanding, 81 YALE L.J. 672 (1972).

72. Stromseth, supra note 5, at 854 (quoting Lobel, supra note 70, at 1045).

73. See HUGO GROTIUS, DE JURE BELLI AC PACIS LIBRI TRES (Francis W. Kelsey trans., 1925) (1646).


75. See 1 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *258-59.
not accurately take into account the manner in which legal concepts and terms were changing by the time of the Revolution and the ratification. For example, even though Blackstone's description of the English King's powers was probably the most complete one of its time, it failed to describe the manner in which that power was evolving even while he was writing. Similarly, by the time of the Framing, letters of marque and reprisal had come to refer to a fairly technical form of international reprisal, in which a government gave its permission to an injured private party to recover, via military operations, compensation from the citizens of a foreign nation. Without a letter of marque and reprisal, such actions—usually conducted on the high seas—would constitute piracy; with a letter, they were legitimate forms of privateering condoned by sovereign consent.

While marque and reprisal certainly are one category of what we today might call low-level conflict, it does not follow that marque and reprisal must refer to all forms of conflict short of war. Defenders of the pro-Congress position fail to identify a common understanding during the Founding that shows that the Framers interpreted the provision as referring to all military hostilities short of total war. Recent work suggests that, during the American Revolution, letters of marque and reprisal authorized a rather narrow form of commercial warfare that was conducted for profit and regulated by prize courts, in contrast to government-directed military actions with strategic, tactical, or political goals. Privateers sought to capture enemy merchant vessels with the object of selling their cargoes back home. As individualistic commercial entrepreneurs, they failed miserably at actual fighting and did not coordinate their efforts with the American Navy. Rather than provide Congress with full control over the initiation of all conflicts, the Framers might have included the Marque and Reprisal Clause to give Congress control, through its power of the purse, over both military operations that it funded and those

77. See Yoo, War Powers, supra note 31, at 250-51.
79. See id. at 963-66.
80. See id. at 968-72.
that it authorized but did not fund, such as military operations by privateers. What seems fairly clear is that marque and reprisal did not refer to all forms of undeclared war, especially those with purely military and political goals, but only to one species of commercial warfare.

A context-less treatment of the Marque and Reprisal Clause, as well as the poor methodology of the history surrounding the Declare War Clause, is symptomatic of a deeper problem with the use of history by pro-Congress scholars. In focusing on a few statements here and there, or in swiftly drawing contemporary lessons from phrases such as “marque and reprisal,” they fail to make a sufficient effort at understanding the political, legal, and constitutional world of late eighteenth-century America. While this may be a difficult task, it is not impossible. If anything, we enjoy today an outpouring of excellent primary and secondary sources on the American Revolution and Founding periods that make such historical reconstruction possible and worthy of effort. The *Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution* collects, and continues to collect, into one place almost all of the extant speeches, debates, and pamphlets of the ratification period. We have the excellent works of historians Bernard Bailyn, Gordon Wood, J.G.A. Pocock, Forrest McDonald, and now Jack Rakove, as well as a host of other excellent histories that have sought to describe the intellectual thought and political worldview of the Founding generation. An outstanding journal, the *William and Mary Quarterly*, provides a forum for the historical discussion of the colonial, revolutionary, and

81. 1-18 *Documentary History*, supra note 44.
87. Here, one might refer to works by John Philip Reid, Jack Greene, Edmund S. Morgan, Richard B. Morris, Lance Banning, and Joyce Appleby.
Framing periods. At a minimum, works that rely on history ought to take these original and secondary works into account in providing the necessary context for their inquiries. To do otherwise is to engage in what Professor Martin Flaherty, a serious constitutional historian, appropriately has described as "history lite." 88

Whether one wants to develop a set of rules for originalists, 89 or measure the use of historical sources concerning the Framing by the basic standards of the historical profession, 90 scholars who use an originalist approach must, at the very least, be sensitive to the broader intellectual picture of the Founding generation and the secondary works that attempt to re-create it. And on this ground, the works of pro-Congress scholars such as Ely, Stromseth, and Lobel fail to meet the test. Ely, for example, extensively quotes a student's paper about his feelings about going to war in 1991, 91 but does not refer to Bailyn, Wood, McDonald, Pocock, or Rakove. He quotes a few Federalist papers, but does not discuss the Antifederalists or give any sense of the changes in political thought and political events between the time of the Revolution and the ratification of the Constitution. 92 Stromseth cites to Bailyn once, but only for the proposition that the Framers relied on Vattel and Burlamaqui on the law of nations; she cites to the other historians not at all. 93 Lobel also fails to refer to any of the leading historians on the Founding period, and, like Stromseth, provides no discussion of the political and constitutional changes occurring in America during the Framing period. For these scholars, it is as if the Constitution were written just yesterday, and that the Framers' thoughts can be understood as easily now as 210 years ago. To the extent any of these writers rely on secondary sources about the Framing period, they usually turn to law review articles written on the same question of war powers, which commit many of the same methodological errors, which appeared before the great wealth of recent historical research,

90. See Flaherty, supra note 88, at 549-56.
91. See Ely, supra note 5, at 8.
92. See id. at 8, 139-54 nn.1-68.
93. See Stromseth, supra note 5, at 854 n.45.
or which seem to have been motivated by opposition or support for the Vietnam War. And none of these pro-Congress scholars use primary documents from the standard resource, the Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution, nor do they indicate that they have undertaken a thorough examination of the primary sources.

Referring to leading historical works about the Framing period is not just more persuasive; it is also more faithful to the idea of a usable past. As constitutional lawyers, or constitutional historians, our inquiry into the history certainly is more narrow and purposive than the intellectual historian, who seeks to draw a broader, more complex picture of the eighteenth-century American world. Yet we cannot resort to the quotations and debates of the ratification as if they had just happened yesterday. Instead, we need to re-create some of the intellectual and political background that would have given those words meaning and context in that time. In Part II, I point out a few important pieces of that contextual puzzle that have been ignored by war powers scholars.

II

This part reviews some key elements of the institutional history of war powers leading up to the Framing. Re-creating the entire world of war powers during the late eighteenth century is beyond the scope of this paper. We can, however, discuss some themes that provided key context for the way in which the Framers would have understood the Constitution’s allocation of war powers. First, we can look to the experience under the British Constitution during the Stuart and Hanoverian periods. Second, we can refer to the system of war

95. See, e.g., Flaherty, supra note 88, at 554.
96. For a more comprehensive effort, see generally Yoo, War Powers, supra note 31.
powers that operated in America under the colonial charters and the state constitutions. Examining how the executive and legislative branches shared powers in Great Britain, the colonies, and the new states will give us the constitutional baseline against which the Framers acted. If the Framers thought the Constitution changed the allocation of war powers, we can better understand that change by comparing the Constitution with the previous state of affairs. And if the Founding generation believed the Constitution continued the working political system that they had inherited and modified, then the outlines of British and early American practice will help us define those arrangements. Third, we can examine significant moments in the ratification debates to determine if the understandings of the British, colonial, and state periods continued into the Framing, or were rejected.

As former citizens of the British Empire, the Framers operated within the intellectual context of British political, constitutional, and legal thought of the time. Indeed, as John Philip Reid has argued, Americans rebelled in part because they believed that Parliament had violated the customary imperial British Constitution that they maintained gave state legislatures autonomy and guaranteed their political and civil privileges. As former citizens of the British Empire, the Framers operated within the intellectual context of British political, constitutional, and legal thought of the time. Indeed, as John Philip Reid has argued, Americans rebelled in part because they believed that Parliament had violated the customary imperial British Constitution that they maintained gave state legislatures autonomy and guaranteed their political and civil privileges. The British Constitution provided a reservoir of history, tradition, and experience that defined terms such as “Commander-in-chief,” “executive power,” “declare war,” “Letters of marque and reprisal,” and “raise and support armies.” Furthermore, recent British political history provided the Framing generation with the results that they could expect from certain arrangements of the war power. While the formal elements of the British Constitution, as sketched by Blackstone, appeared to vest all foreign affairs power in the Crown,


99. See id. at *257. According to Blackstone:

[T]he king has also the sole prerogative of making war and peace. For it is held by all the writers on the law of nature and nations, that the right of making war, which by nature subsisted in every individual, is given
in practice the British constitutional system gave rise to checks and balances in which Parliament’s funding powers played the primary checking role.\footnote{100} To be sure, transferring the power to declare war from the Executive to the legislature, in the eyes of the British imperial citizen, would have reduced the President’s powers and increased Congress’s. But it would have mattered only in that it gave Congress the sole right to transform hostilities into a “perfect” war under international law, rather than changed the domestic balance of powers concerning the decision to commence war.

It is unlikely that a late-eighteenth-century American or Englishman would have understood the power to declare war as equivalent to the domestic authority to commence military operations. Interpreting “declare” to mean “authorize” or “commence” is a twentieth-century construct inconsistent with the apparent eighteenth-century meaning of the phrase. According to the international law authorities of the time, a declaration of war played the technical function of providing notice to the enemy nation that hostilities were to begin, due to some injury suffered.\footnote{101} It ensured that hostile actions taken by the citizens of the declaring nation would be considered sovereign acts of war, valid under the law of nations, rather than private acts of piracy. In other words, a declaration made certain, according to Grotius, the father of modern international law, “that war was being waged not by private initiative but by the will of each of the two peoples or of their heads.”\footnote{102} A declaration also notified citizens at home of the change in legal rights and status that came with a shift into wartime.\footnote{103}

None of these writers discuss the necessity of a declaration of war for domestic constitutional purposes. Indeed, they men-

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{100} See Yoo, War Powers, supra note 31, at 208-14.
\footnote{101} See 2 Grotius, supra note 73, at 633.
\footnote{102} Id. at 639.
\footnote{103} See 3 Vattel, supra note 74, at 255.
\end{footnotes}
tioned several ways in which hostilities could begin without a declaration. A lack of a declaration only reduced the spectrum of legitimate military actions that a warring nation could undertake under the law of nations. In his description of the King’s war powers, Blackstone hewed closely to these definitions:

[The reason] why according to the laws of nations a denunciation of war ought always to precede the actual commencement of hostilities, is not so much that the enemy may be put upon his guard (which is [a] matter rather of magnanimity than right), but that it may be certainly clear that the war is not undertaken by private persons, but by the will of the whole community; whose right of willing is in this case transferred to the supreme magistrate by the fundamental laws of society. So that, in order to make a war completely effectual, it is necessary with us in England that it be publicly declared and duly proclaimed by the king’s authority; and, then, all parts of both the contending nations, from the highest to the lowest, are bound by it.

According to Blackstone, whose writings were the most influential legal authority in America at the time of the Revolution, declarations of war were necessary only “to make a war completely effectual.” They declared, under international law, that hostile actions by British forces and citizens were authorized by the sovereign, and hence legal under the laws of war.

Reading the power to declare war as a technical function under international law, one that was quasi-judicial in function, comports not just with the comments of treatise writers, but with the history of Anglo-American war making that was familiar to the Framing generation. In perhaps its two most significant military conflicts of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the entry into the Thirty Years War in 1624 and the struggle against France in the Seven Years War in 1756, the Crown did not declare war until a year after hostilities had be-

104. Stromseth, among other pro-Congress scholars, fails to understand this point. See Stromseth, supra note 5, at 860 n.79. While international law treatise writers at the time would have liked nations to issue declarations of war, they did not conclude that a declaration was absolutely necessary to start hostilities. Without a declaration, hostilities were just given a different status under the law of nations; they were not barred altogether.
105. BLACKSTONE, supra note 75, at *258.
106. Id.
Between the restoration of the British monarchy and the American Revolution, Great Britain appeared to have been at war more often than at peace, as it engaged in the following conflicts:

- Second Anglo-Dutch War (1665-67)
- Third Anglo-Dutch War (1672-74)
- War of the Grand Alliance (1689-97)
- War of the Spanish Succession (1702-13)
- War of the Quadruple Alliance (1718-20)
- War of the Austrian Succession (1739-48)
- Seven Years' War (1756-63)
- American Revolution (1775-83)

In all of these wars, Great Britain issued a declaration of war only once before or at the commencement of hostilities. Several smaller-scale conflicts that occurred during this period often received no declaration of war at all. Usually, the declarations that were eventually issued tracked Blackstone's definition; they recited a litany of offenses against Great Britain by the enemy nation, and they declared the new legal status that certain hostile acts were to assume.

At times, the Crown issued the declaration in a tardy, even desultory, fashion. For example, British naval forces had engaged their French and Spanish counterparts in running conflicts for at least a year before the declaration of war, on May 4, 1702, of the War of the Spanish Succession. Months before the declaration of war against Spain in 1739, British naval commanders had conducted offensive operations against the Spanish in North America. Almost a year before the declaration of war in 1744, King George II himself had led British forces to victory in the battle of Dettingen, which was cele-
And in the conflict that was most recent and dear in the Framers' minds, the Seven Years War, American and British troops had fought with French troops as early as July 3, 1754 (in the very battle that began (then) Major George Washington's rise to greatness), even though war was not formally declared until May 17, 1756. Indeed, by the time of the Framing, if "declaring" war was equivalent to "commencing" it, then the British (and the Framers) considered the word "war" to refer only to total war of a very formalistic sort, and not to many of the types of military conflicts that we would consider war today. The other logical explanation is that the British (and their colonies) simply did not consider "declare" to mean "commence."

Eighteenth-century British citizens would not have been concerned about the obsolescence of the power to declare war, nor would they likely have seen its transfer to the legislature as a significant modification of the allocation of war powers. Despite Blackstone's broad, and certainly exaggerated, description of the King's foreign affairs powers, Parliament already possessed ample means to control the Crown's actions in war and peace, powers that it had won after more than a century of struggle with the Stuarts and their successors. In short, the conflict between the English Civil War, the interregnum under Oliver Cromwell's protectorate, the restoration of the British monarchy, and finally the Glorious Revolution of 1688 made clear that the King could conduct no military operations without the cooperation of Parliament. Parliament was able to win this equal role through its sole control over the raising, maintaining, and funding of the military and over the funding of wars. Its funding monopoly allowed Parliament to transform the political system from the seventeenth-century model, in which the King and his privy council dominated affairs, to

113. See id.
116. See id. at 208-14.
117. See id.
the cabinet system of the nineteenth century, in which the majority party in Parliament led the executive branch. By the time of the American Revolution, the British system constituted a balance between executive initiative and planning on the one hand, and legislative control over appropriations and public debate on the other. While the King controlled the military and possessed the formal powers of war and peace, he could exercise none of these powers effectively without Parliament's financial support. The legislature would not have needed to declare war in order to control the Crown's military operations if it already controlled the power of the purse. A complete understanding of Britain's approach to declaring war, therefore, leads to the conclusion that the issuance of a declaration of war was not linked to the decision to begin military operations against an enemy nation. As Alexander Hamilton observed during the ratification, "the ceremony of a formal denunciation of war has of late fallen into disuse."

The Framers' experience under the colonial and revolutionary state governments provided the second frame of reference for their thinking on war powers. As in Great Britain, the colonial system was characterized by the royal governors' formal control over the initiation and operation of war, and by legislative control over appropriations. Under their colonial charters, the executives of the colonies possessed total control over the military and the decision to begin war. Governors could not issue declarations of war—that was the sole prerogative of the King in London—yet they conducted military hostilities against various Indian tribes and other European colonies and troops throughout the pre-Revolutionary period. The

---

120. The Federalist No. 25 (Alexander Hamilton), reprinted in 15 Documentary History, supra note 44, at 62. Publius was defending the Constitution's authorization of the maintenance of standing armies in peacetime because of the dangers of a surprise attack without a formal declaration of war. Other Federalists and Antifederalists shared Hamilton's judgment. See Brutus X, N.Y. J. (Jan. 24, 1787), reprinted in 15 Documentary History, supra note 44, at 462-67; Marcus IV, Norfolk & Portsmouth J. (Mar. 12, 1788), reprinted in 16 Documentary History, supra note 44, at 384-86.
122. See Evarts B. Greene, The Provincial Governor in the English
American revolutionaries would not have seen the power to declare war as a critical component in the system of checks and balances governing war making, because colonial legislators, like their counterparts in the home country, used their power over funding to control executive decision making. Governors depended on the assemblies for "temporary acts for the enforcement of the simplest military obligations." In Virginia, for example, the House of Burgesses had used its power of the purse to assume "a large part of the responsibility for all military operations within the colony." Americans obviously placed great store in the colonial assembly's exclusive right to make funding decisions for military operations, as the American Revolution would demonstrate. If the revolutionaries had intended to change this system, or thought it faulty, we might have expected them to have made it clear.

When they successfully broke away from England, the revolutionaries had their chance to reject the system they inherited from the British and to reallocate war powers to the legislature. Revolutionary state constitutions initially engaged in a substantial reduction of executive power, although whether this was done to bolster the legislature or to simply disperse government power is a matter of some historical dispute. War powers scholars have been quick to assume that the general revolutionary reaction against executive power was designed to give legislatures—and Congress—dominance in matters of war as well. The change in state constitutions
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123. See Wood, Creation, supra note 83, at 154.
124. See Greene, supra note 122, at 101.
126. See Wood, Creation, supra note 83, at 138. Gordon Wood's Creation of the American Republic remains the leading work on the revolutionary state constitutions, but it is not the only such work. Willi Paul Adams makes important contributions, especially in his discussion of governmental structure. See Willi Paul Adams, The First American Constitutions: Republican Ideology and the Making of the State Constitutions in the Revolutionary Era (Rita Kimber & Robert Kimber trans., 1980); see also Donald S. Lutz, Popular Consent and Popular Control: Whig Political Theory in the Early State Constitutions (1980). A newer work, Marc W. Kruman, Between Authority and Liberty: State Constitution Making in Revolutionary America (1997), attempts to balance Wood's account by arguing that the framers of the state constitutions sought not to vest power in the legislature, but to reduce government power in order to protect individual liberty.
127. See, e.g., Sofaer, supra note 94, at 16-19; Bestor, supra note 94, at 568;
over time, however, and their relationship to the federal Constitution, tells a more complex story. States that wrote constitutions in the first flush of revolution did restrict executive power, but not by transferring gubernatorial powers wholesale to the legislature. Instead of reducing the Executive's substantive foreign affairs powers, the revolutionaries weakened the institutional unity of the executive branch. Pennsylvania, for example, went the extreme route and replaced its single governor with a twelve-man executive council, while other states created councils that often held a veto over gubernatorial decisions.128

Despite the fragmentation of the structural unity of the executive branch, these early states left the location of many substantive powers, such as the power to wage war, unchanged. Prominent efforts to explicitly remove the Executive's traditional war powers, such as Thomas Jefferson's proposals for an "Administrator" of Virginia who could not wage war without legislative permission, found unreceptive audiences.129 Writers of state constitutions followed the advice of Jefferson's friend and future rival, John Adams, whose Thoughts on Government recommended that states retain a governor and a bicameral legislature, and that they maintain the traditional allocation of war-making authority.130 In the field of foreign affairs, the significant change occurred within the executive branch rather than between the executive and legislative branches. State constitutions required the governor to receive the consent of the state council—usually composed of officials appointed by the legislature but formally part of the executive branch—before calling forth and deploying the militia.131 These explicit consultation provisions seem significant for interpretive purposes, because they suggest that before their enactment, the Executive had no constitutional obligation to consult with anyone before deciding to commence war. It further indi-
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cates that many in the Framing generation accepted the inherited allocations of those powers, because these consultation provisions constituted the only textual change in the Executive's war powers.\(^{132}\)

Only one state, South Carolina, marked a different path, one that the federal Constitution's Framers could well have emulated. In its temporary 1776 Constitution, South Carolina required that the chief executive receive the consent of both the assembly and council before making war or peace.\(^{133}\) Two years later, the state legislature adopted a permanent constitution that made the legislature's primacy in deciding on war even clearer. "[T]he governor and commander-in-chief shall have no power to commence war, or conclude peace, or enter into any final treaty" without legislative approval.\(^{134}\) South Carolina's example reinforces the conclusion that we can draw from the council approval provisions in other state constitutions. If there were a common understanding that the Executive needed formal legislative approval to commence military hostilities, then South Carolina's explicit transfer of such authority to the assembly would have been unnecessary. And if the power to declare war was so clearly seen as the power to commence war, then one would have expected the South Carolina Constitution to have given the legislature power to begin war in those terms, rather than the terms it actually used.

South Carolina, like the state council provisions, also provides a model of an alternate path of which the federal Framers were aware, but did not follow. If the Framers had wanted to require the President to receive legislative approval before going to war, they could have emulated South Carolina's example, or Jefferson's proposal. If the pro-Congress scholars are correct, then Article I, Section 8 or Article II, Section 2 should have read "the President shall have no power to commence

\(^{132}\) Willi Paul Adams maintains that:

The striking fact of historical dimension is that the reaction against the colonial governor was so weak that it did not lead to parliamentary government with an executive committee of members of the legislature, but rather that within a decade the American system of presidential government evolved with full clarity and permanence.

\(^{133}\) See S.C. Const. of 1776, art. XXVI, reprinted in 6 Thorpe, supra note 121, at 3247.

\(^{134}\) See S.C. Const. of 1778, art. XXXIII, reprinted in 6 Thorpe, supra note 121, at 3255.
war, or conclude peace, without the consent of Congress.”

In part, the federal Framers did not favor this option because by the time of the Philadelphia Convention, American leaders were turning against the weakening of the Executive in favor of legislative power. In the critical period between the Revolution and the new Constitution, American leaders became concerned that they had exchanged monarchical tyranny for the tyranny of the majority. As James Madison summarized it in a memorandum written shortly before the Philadelphia Convention, unrestrained state legislatures had passed unjust laws, taken property without compensation, and favored the interests of factions over the public interest. According to Gordon Wood’s *Creation of the American Republic*, the Framers underwent a Thermidorean reaction to legislative excess by embracing the once-feared executive branch and taking pains to restore its unity and independence.

Enacted after the first wave of new state constitutions, New York’s 1777 Constitution began returning power to the executive by vesting all executive power, including the commander-in-chief authority, in a governor free from a state council. The assembly participated in war making through its traditional control over the purse. Following suit in 1780, Massachusetts adopted a constitution that also placed the initiative in war making in an independent, popularly-elected governor. New Hampshire adopted an almost identical provision in its 1784 Constitution. Historians have observed that these post-revolutionary constitutions, particularly those of New York and Massachusetts, were widely admired by the Framers for their restoration of a balance between the legisla-
ture and an institutionally independent executive possessing its traditional powers. According to Wood, the Massachusetts Constitution "came to stand for the reconsidered ideal of a 'perfect constitution.'... [It] seemed to... have recaptured... the best elements of the British constitution that had been forgotten in the excitement of 1776."\(^\text{142}\) These state constitutions set American political and constitutional development on the pro-Executive trajectory that it would assume during the Philadelphia Convention and the ratification.

The third significant frame of reference for the Founding generation's understanding of the war power is the ratification itself.\(^\text{143}\) As Jack Rakove's *Original Meanings* demonstrates, ratification was anything but the smooth political process that we have come to expect for legislation or constitutional amendments.\(^\text{144}\) After the Philadelphia Convention, political events moved to state ratifying conventions, depriving the process of any single, unified forum for debate. These thirteen conventions were separated by geography and time, a distance exacerbated by the Framers' lack of modern communication or sources of information. Nor did the struggle occur just on the convention floor; a parallel debate took place in the public square, in pamphlets, and in newspapers. Although the vote on the Constitution was either complete acceptance or rejection, that single decision concealed a broad, complicated mass of issues ranging from government structure, to the division of powers between federal and state governments, to the rights of individuals. We might look at the mass of evidence from the ratification—including the *Federalist Papers*, convention debates, stray thoughts, and even poetry—and throw our hands up in despair at the idea of ever finding any single understanding.

If we approach the ratification process from an institutionalist perspective, however, we may be able to filter through this morass of information to identify some important themes and moments. For example, those who study the legislative process
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143. The Articles of Confederation provide yet another model with which to compare the constitutional text. Under the Articles, Congress enjoyed "the sole and exclusive right and power of determining on peace and war..." *U.S. Arts. of Confederation* of 1777, art. IX (emphasis added). The consent of nine states was necessary before the United States could "engage in any war." *Id.*
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place great interpretive weight on congressional committees and their reports, because they serve as "veto-gates" in which the committee and its members can sink a bill or significantly modify its provisions before it can progress to the floor of the legislature.\(^ {145}\) Institutionalists also look to the actions of certain leaders on different issues in an effort to identify the preferences of the median legislator who supports a bill.\(^ {146}\) Taking these considerations into account, we should focus on the events of the Virginia Ratifying Convention. Virginia was perhaps the critical state in the ratification effort. Geographically, it linked the South and the North, and its political leadership in the nation was such that even Alexander Hamilton doubted that the Constitution could survive the New York Convention unless Virginia approved first.\(^ {147}\) It is difficult to imagine the Union succeeding, even if the necessary number of states had ratified, without the home state of Washington, Jefferson, Madison, and John Marshall, among others. Nor was the Constitution railroaded through the Virginia Convention. According to the records that survive, Virginia witnessed the fullest and most contentious debate of all the ratification gatherings, as the Antifederalists—with leaders such as Patrick Henry, George Mason, and James Monroe—chose to make their strongest stand there. Their final motion to send the Constitution back to the states for amendments lost only by vote of 88-80.\(^ {148}\) The closeness of the vote suggests that the Virginia Convention was not just an institutional roadblock, but also that its views approximated the views of the median Framer. While neither the Federalist or Antifederalist vision of the Constitution was more correct or true,\(^ {149}\) their debates reveal common areas of agreement, similarities in reasoning, and sometimes a shared understanding of constitutional texts.

At the Virginia Convention, the Antifederalist attack on the Constitution, and the Federalist response, indicate that the
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Framers shared a common understanding on the subject of war powers. When the Constitution went to the states, the people found that Congress no longer had the "sole and exclusive right and power of determining on peace and war," as under the Articles of Confederation, but instead that it possessed only the power to declare war. Where the Articles provided for no separate executive branch, the Constitution now created an independent, unitary Presidency that alone possessed the executive power of government and the power of a commander-in-chief. Finally, it created a legislature that could impose direct taxes, rather than relying on the states for supply (as under the Articles), in order to support a standing army in peace as well as war. Without Madison's still secret notes to guide them, average American readers of the Constitution could not have helped but recognize that the Constitution had been built on the rejuvenated executives of New York and Massachusetts, and that it recalled the checks and balances of war powers that existed in Great Britain.

The Antifederalists objected to the Constitution's regulation of military power on two grounds. Initially, Antifederalists attacked the Constitution for federalism reasons because it vested in the national government both the power of the sword and the power of the purse. They feared that this arrangement—which they believed would produce collusion between the President and Congress—would lead to the sort of military dictatorship that had plagued classical republics and eighteenth-century England. In Virginia, Patrick Henry accused the Federalists of seeking to establish an unchecked national government that would have the ability to commence, wage, and financially support war, and thereby threaten liberty. Second, anticipating the Federalist response that the separation of powers would prevent the branches of the national government from colluding in the use of its war power,
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Antifederalists directed their fire on the Presidency. The new President, Antifederalists charged, held military powers that were no different than those enjoyed by the hated King of England, and to which Congress's control over the purse would prove to be no obstacle. In his usual overheated rhetorical style, Henry summarized these arguments at the Virginia Convention: "If your American chief, be a man of ambition, and abilities, how easy is it for him to render himself absolute!" Henry exclaimed. “The army is in his hands, and, if he be a man of address, it will be attached to him; and it will be the subject of long meditation with him to seize the first auspicious moment to accomplish his design...." If the President were to violate the laws, Henry asked, “where is the existing force to punish him? Can he not at the head of his army beat down every opposition?” Antifederalists clearly did not think much of Congress's power to declare war as a check on the Executive; they never mentioned it as a significant weapon in the congressional arsenal. While they did acknowledge that funding was a possible congressional check on the Executive's war-making abilities, they just did not believe it would pose a serious obstacle to a president bent on war.

Federalists responded first by generally citing the separation of powers, then by invoking the traditional checks that executives and legislatures had exerted on each other in Anglo-American political history. Throughout these debates, the Federalists did not mention the Declare War Clause as a means for congressional control of the executive branch, even though Federalists had every incentive to do so. At first, the Federalists sought to downplay the powers of the President by
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comparison with the English King. In *Federalist No. 69*, for example, Hamilton contrasted the broad nature of the Crown's formal war powers, as described by Blackstone, with the American President's sole power as Commander in Chief. Hamilton and other Federalists, however, quite slyly exaggerated the Crown's war powers and understated those of Parliament, and avoided predicting how the new system would work in practice. These arguments, however, did not prove convincing to Antifederalists—witness Henry's dire predictions in the Virginia Convention. Federalist leaders at the Convention responded to Henry by analogizing Congress's financial powers over the President to those enjoyed by Parliament over the Crown. Federalist George Nicholas, former Attorney General of Virginia, declared: "Under the new government, no appropriation of money, to the use of raising or supporting an army, shall be for a longer term than two years. The President is to command. But the regulation of the army and navy is given to Congress." Making the comparison between Parliament and Congress explicit, Nicholas then concluded: "Our Representatives will be a powerful check here. The influence of the Commons in England in this case is very predominant."

James Madison, the leader of the ratification effort in Virginia, followed with a comprehensive rebuttal of the Antifederalist critique. Madison admitted that the Constitution vested the purse and the sword in the national government, but that did not place them in the same hands. "What is the meaning of this maxim? Does it mean that the sword and purse ought not to be trusted in the hands of the same Government?" Madison asked rhetorically. "This cannot be the meaning. For there never was, and I can say there never will be, an efficient Government, in which both are not vested. The only rational
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meaning, is, that the sword and purse are not to be given to the same member." Madison then directly invoked the British example as a prediction of the operation of the American system. "The sword is in the hands of the British King. The purse in the hands of the Parliament. It is so in America, as far as any analogy can exist." Safety was to be found not in allowing the states to control supply, but by relying on Congress to use its constitutional powers to check the President. Madison had every opportunity to raise the Declare War Clause in response to Henry, but he did not. Instead, he continued: "The purse is in the hands of the Representatives of the people. They have the appropriation of all monies.—They have the direction and regulation of land and naval forces. They are to provide for calling forth the militia. . . ." Meanwhile, "the President is to have the command; and, in conjunction with the Senate, to appoint the officers."

Madison's defense of the Constitution's distributions of war powers was consistent with the legal and historical context of the Founding. Federalists understood Congress's power of the purse as the primary check on presidential use of the military. If the pro-Congress account were correct, we might have expected the Federalists to argue that the President's control of the military was held in check by Congress's control over the initiation of wars via a declaration of war. If the Declare War Clause bore the weight that pro-Congress scholars now place on it, we might have expected the Antifederalists to have attacked it as an ineffectual check on presidential power. Rather, the Framers seem to have expected the branches to pursue their war goals by relying on their own constitutional powers to check each other. Congress would control the executive initiative in war with its power over funding, just as Parliament and the colonial and state legislatures had done.

One might criticize the reliance on the materials used to reach this conclusion, perhaps, by questioning the Framers' ability to focus on the issue of war powers during the ratification. To be sure, war powers was not the most extensively debated issue during the ratification debate; the lack of a Bill of
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Rights and the balance of powers between the federal and state governments clearly consumed the great majority of the Framers' attention. If that is the case, however, then the original understanding itself is not determinative on war powers, and the current pro-Congress argument collapses. Nonetheless, the original understanding can provide some answers. While intermittent, the discussion of war powers was focused and produced the dialogues described above. If these discussions do not reflect a sufficient consideration of war powers for interpretive purposes, then the case for relying on the broader context of Anglo-American political and constitutional history becomes even more compelling. We can assume that an American Framer of the middle eighteenth century would have interpreted the Constitution's text, including its distribution of war powers, by taking account of the history of Anglo-American constitutional development and political events. If the ratification debates do not prove conclusive, then an effort to reconstruct the original understanding must rely on the types of sources this essay has emphasized.

III

Detailed attention to historical context, as described in this essay, makes the question of war powers much closer than modern pro-Congress scholars contend. Indeed, if we begin with originalist assumptions, the existing evidence appears to support a much more balanced reading of war powers, one that allocates different powers to the political branches, and then relies on them to work out a system of determining whether to wage war. One of the faults of existing war powers scholarship, on both pro-Congress and pro-Executive sides, is its desire to determine a fixed process—much like promulgating a statute—for going to war. It seems, however, that the Constitution provides for flexibility in war decision making, shaped by each branch's exercise of its plenary powers. As in England, the President and Congress could cooperate to wage a successful war, or they could use their powers to frustrate each other when their policy preferences came into conflict. Ironically, originalism's resort to history on this question does not yield certain answers, only the broad constitutional outlines within which politics determines the results.

Nonetheless, recent, more sophisticated literature has re-
newed the quest for a specific war-making process. In a work that shows great sensitivity to and knowledge of the history of the Founding period, Professor William Treanor admits that much of the contextual evidence available supports the reading offered here. Not only was a declaration of war a quasi-judicial power that, along with letters of marque and reprisal, bore a limited, technical meaning, and not only were the Framers acting against the Anglo-American background of executive initiative in war checked by legislative funding, but the Constitution also was the product of a political transformation among the Framers toward a stronger executive branch. “To allocate the war power to Congress alone,” Treanor concludes, “would have been directly countercyclical—taking from the Executive a power that was so much a core Executive function that even anti-Executive state constitutions had allocated it to him.”

Yet Treanor still concludes that the Framers vested the war power solely in Congress, with the President’s role limited to command of the military once war has begun. Relying heavily on historian Douglass Adair’s famous 1967 essay, *Fame and the Founding Fathers,* Treanor argues that the Framers had a love-hate relationship with fame. For thirty-two pages, Adair speculated that the Framers had an overwhelming desire to be remembered by history because, influenced by classical history and lacking faith in an afterlife, they believed that they were living during a unique historical moment that produced the Founding of a great nation. To Adair’s thinking, Charles Beard had things only half right. While it was true that many of the Framers acted out of self-interest, Beard had defined self-interest too narrowly to focus on financial interest. Self-interest ought to include the “love of fame”—the desire to make history, to make one’s mark on the world. It was our fortune
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that the American Revolution led the Framers to pursue this self-interest by "creating a national system dedicated to liberty, to justice, and to the general welfare."174 Love of fame, however, also constituted a danger, because it might lead to ambitious, glory-seeking actions that might threaten the health of the Republic. To illustrate, Adair tells the wonderful story of Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson's 1791 dinner together, in which Hamilton asks Jefferson about the identity of the individuals depicted in the paintings hanging in his dining room.175 Jefferson responds that they are Bacon, Newton, and Locke, the "trinity of the three greatest men the world had ever produced."176 Hamilton pauses, then responds, "[t]he greatest man... that ever lived, was Julius Caesar."177 Naturally, this threw Jefferson into something of a tizzy, because it only reinforced Jefferson's suspicions that Hamilton harbored monarchical tendencies. The love of fame proved to be a double-edged sword, for while it urged the revolutionaries such as Washington on to great deeds, it also tempted them toward Caesarism.

According to Treanor, it was such fears that led the Framers to vest Congress with the war power. In the economic arena, the Framers sought to create a political system that would contain and channel self-interest by setting interest against interest, as described by Madison in Federalist No. 10.178 (Whether anyone at the time of the Framing had actually read or understood the ideas in Federalist No. 10 are questions raised by yet another famous Adair essay).179 So, too, Treanor argues, in the political arena the Framers split up the war power to accommodate fame. The Framers expected the President's love for glory to provide him with the incentive to win wars, but the fear that the Executive might start wars solely for that glory led the Framers to vest the power to commence warfare in Congress.180 This is why, Treanor maintains, the Framers did not treat declarations of war like legislation,
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in which the President has a veto—instead, declarations of war are solely the product of Congress.\textsuperscript{181} Only by wholly excluding the President from this decision could the Framers protect the Republic from the temptations of wars fought for military glory. As one of those legal academics currently enamoured of the “translation” approach to constitutional interpretation,\textsuperscript{182} Treanor “translates” this original understanding to today’s circumstances. Translation, however, does not appear all that necessary, because Treanor concludes that presidents continue to seek fame in order to assure their place in history.

While I find Treanor's analysis problematic, it is a welcome effort because it represents exactly the type of historical scholarship that the debate on war powers needs. As Treanor and I have observed in separate articles, the war powers debate had become rather stale. Arguments were being recycled, and the same list of sources were being cited without regard to historical context. Treanor's work, in contrast, demonstrates a thorough knowledge of both the primary and secondary historical sources in regard to the Framing, which he has employed to good effect in other areas.\textsuperscript{183} Best of all, Treanor has unearthed a theme from the Founding period and caused us to think differently about war powers as a result. If the war powers debate is to have an interesting future, hopefully it will look something like this.

That said, Treanor's approach is ultimately unsatisfying on several grounds, and it serves as an example of what can happen when the reliance on history goes too far. First, while Treanor is certainly correct to identify the love of fame as an important theme in the Founding, one wonders how prominent it sat on the Framers' agenda of concerns. Adair himself never claimed that the leading Framers held such fear of the ambition of their fellows that it affected their design of the Constitution. In all likelihood, the Framers’ other worries would have taken precedence in their minds over any generalized concerns
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about the ambition of the nation's leaders. More fearsome than the quest for fame was the possibility of foreign invasion due to lack of an effective national government, and the fragmentation of the United States due to destructive economic competition among the states. Another concern, as noted earlier, was the desire to control oppressive majorities and to contain unrestrained democracy—whether these concerns and their solutions were “republican” or “liberal” is the focus of continuing historical debate. At the level of government design, both Federalists and Antifederalists clearly were most preoccupied with the challenge of creating an energetic national government, while at the same time placing limits on its powers. Of secondary concern was the separation of powers generally, and here, in their discussions of the subject, the Framers did not mention controlling the quest for fame as an overriding consideration. In fact, as Treanor admits, the Framers’ discussions of fame “do not directly involve Congress or a democratically-selected President.” If anything, the Constitution’s creation of the independent, unitary Presidency seems to cut against the idea that the Framers were motivated, in designing the Constitution, by a fear of fame.

Second, Treanor’s discussion of the Framers’ attitudes toward fame takes place at a high level of generality, one so lofty that it sheds little useful light on the allocation of war powers. Even if the Framers shared a fear of the ambition of great men, there were many possible ways to address this concern. They might have believed that establishing the separation of powers—three separate but coordinated branches, exercising their independent power—by itself would contain the tendency of men to seek fame. In fact, as Madison argued in Federalist No. 51, ambition might be a necessary component of the separation of powers to ensure that the branches monitored and controlled each other. “Ambition must be made to counteract ambi-
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188. See The Federalist No. 51 (James Madison), reprinted in 16
tion,” Publius famously declared. They might have believed that the enumeration of broad powers—the executive power on the part of the President, the power to legislate in the Congress, and the power to adjudicate in the courts—might prevent seizures of power. They might have thought that popular election of the Presidency, through the filter of the state-controlled electoral college, would produce presidents who would respect the limits on their powers. They might have believed that the presence of the states and the Constitution’s written limitation on federal powers would provide an ultimate check on any threat to republican government. At no point does Treanor trace how generalized concerns about fame and ambition directly led to the drafting or understanding of the war clause in particular. Instead, without showing whether the Framers consciously recognized any such connection, he recreates a certain atmosphere and attempts to link it to the decision made on the war clauses.
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191. Treanor finds his most compelling piece of evidence in Madison’s Helvidius essays. In essay number four, Helvidius argued that war was “in fact the true nurse of executive aggrandizement,” because in war “laurels are to be gathered; and it is the executive brow they are to encircle.” James Madison, Helvidius Number 4, reprinted in 6 The Writings of James Madison, supra note 42, at 174. At this point, however, Madison was no longer speaking as a Framer during the process of ratification, but as a participant in a contentious, partisan debate that occurred four years later. (He was writing only at the urging of Jefferson, in order to counter Hamilton’s defense, under the pseudonym of Pacificus, of Washington’s Neutrality Proclamation.) Madison did not represent that he was summarizing the views of the Framers, and there is some question—and much historical debate—on whether the Madison after 1789 was consistent with the Madison of 1787-88. See, e.g., Lance Banning, The Sacred Fire of Liberty: James Madison and the Founding of the Federal Republic (1995); Rakove, supra note 10, at 347-65 (discussing whether Madison’s views on removal, national bank, and treaty power, had changed between ratification and service in Congress).

Treanor does not explain why Madison’s views as Helvidius in 1793 are to be accorded more weight, as an expression of the original understanding, than Hamilton’s as Pacificus. While Madison may have appealed to publicly held notions of the link between war and fame, it is unclear whether these ideas were broadly shared. It seems, in fact, that Hamilton and President Washington’s views, in the end, commanded the public’s agreement. See Elkins & McKitterick, supra note 54, at 356. Madison’s arguments were not considered to have been very persuasive either now, see Treanor, supra note 5, at 746-47, or at the time they were written, see Elkins & McKitterick, supra note 54, at 362. Madison had suffered so in the head-to-head confrontation with Hamilton that two years later, when Hamilton wrote in defense of the Jay Treaty, Madison refused to confront again.
Third, even if the Framers had a concern over executive ambition in war, and even if they sought to express this concern in the constitutional design, it seems odd for the Framers to have sought their goal by prohibiting presidents from signing declarations of war. Keeping declarations of war free from a presidential veto does not make Congress less likely to initiate wars in which the President can achieve glory. As a formal power, the presidential veto is only negative—the President can use it only to prevent Congress from starting wars, not to force Congress to start wars. If the President wants Congress to declare war, he is still free to use the same powers and politics that he would use to push any other kind of legislation. While the President's veto over legislation, of course, allows him to win changes in legislative provisions, such a power is unnecessary in the declaration of war context. Declarations of war are binary propositions—they either put the United States in a state of war or they do not. Consequently, war-related work—how large the military is to be, what domestic measures are to be taken, and so on—is still the job of the normal legislative process. Further, the President's plenary commander-in-chief power allows him to exercise a functional veto over the declaration of war. If Congress declares a war that the President believes to be detrimental to the national interest, he can just use his monopoly over battlefield command to refuse to prosecute it. Treanor simply places too much weight on the fact that presidents have no veto power over declarations of war.

Treanor's analysis generates these faults, I believe, because it approaches history at too high a level of generality. He is to be commended for bringing the intellectual history of the Framing to bear on the war powers question, but I think that his work suffers from too much love of the history, untethered to any constitutional text. The task of the intellectual historian, it seems to me, is to make the story of events more com-
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In Treanor's words, Madison “played a central role in drafting the War Powers Clause, as well as a central role—perhaps the central role—in drafting the Constitution as a whole.” Treanor, supra note 5, at 748. Against this example we have the same person in the Virginia Convention, defending the Constitution from its critics, declaring that Congress's funding powers would provide the check on executive initiative in war. See supra text accompanying notes 163-67. I think that originalists would want to accord the views of the Madison in 1788 more interpretive weight than the Madison of 1793.
plex, to describe the many different themes of thought and understanding that shaped events, to show how conflicts in thought were or were not resolved. If broader concepts and intellectual themes, however, are not centered around the discussion of specific constitutional texts, then it is difficult to determine how influential different ideas actually were. In the Founding period, for example, some people no doubt feared the threat to republicanism posed by ambition. But any number of other concerns were at work as well; fame may or may not have been important in the Framers' minds as they voted to ratify the war clauses. Without any direct link between the thoughts and the text, we as interpreters could give the text any reading within a fairly broad universe of possibilities.

For this reason, I think that the better approach is to focus on the type of sources discussed in this paper. A text-bound approach helps us filter through all of the different themes percolating throughout the Founding period, and it seeks direct links between the Framers' thoughts, concepts, opinions, and expressions in actual constitutional provisions. It places their actions in the historical and political context within which they occurred, and it seeks to recapture the significance of their decision by re-creating the constitutional and political events that provided the basis for their thinking. In doing so, we can see the decisions on the war clauses in the context of a century-and-a-half of struggle in England and her colonies about the distribution of war powers. We can see that a common understanding existed that the Executive would hold the initiative in war, subject to the check of the legislature's traditional power of the purse. We also can see that the leaders of the ratification effort, when pressed to the wall in the most significant of the state conventions, drew on that shared history to defend the Constitution's distribution of war powers. It was a vision of war powers that provided for checks and balances, but one based on the branches' possession of independent powers that could be used for political cooperation or frustration.

CONCLUSIONS

This analysis of war powers suggests a different perspective on the relationship between the Constitution and foreign affairs than the one presented by Professor White's paper. First of all, however, it should be made clear that White's paper
for this symposium\textsuperscript{192} and his related article in the Virginia Law Review\textsuperscript{193} represent a new, badly needed direction for the study of history and foreign relations law. His papers are characterized by the highest standards of both historical and legal scholarship. They make excellent use of both primary and secondary sources. They place the changes in foreign relations law under study in the broader context of constitutional, legal, and intellectual thought. They present the history not as revealing one clear answer, but as the working out of contradictions and tensions in the different strains of constitutional and intellectual thought of the time. They certainly do not suffer from the criticisms I have lodged here against much war powers scholarship. Rather, White's paper should serve as a model for future work on foreign affairs that appeals to history.

The attitude toward history sketched in this essay, however, differs in some important respects from White's approach. Professor White portrays an original Constitution that created a balance among the branches in foreign affairs. Only under the impetus of intellectual and legal changes at the turn of the century did today's familiar system emerge in which the President has taken the lead in foreign affairs, Congress has ceded a significant amount of its power in the making of international agreements, and the courts have found many foreign affairs disputes non-justiciable—what Professor Curtis Bradley's introduction to this symposium calls the "old" American foreign affairs law.\textsuperscript{194} Implicit in White's analysis is the idea that the changes occurring in this period, which paralleled developments during the New Deal, deviated from the original constitutional framework. Further implicit in his work is the idea that this transformation was the result of an internal dynamic in the systems of constitutional, legal, and intellectual thought of the time. Professor White does not provide much consideration in his account of the constitutional changes during this period to exogenous factors, such as the changes in America's position in the world that took place during this time. While America's rise in the international system may have produced cases that raised difficult foreign affairs questions, White does
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not believe that the nature of the rise influenced the outcome of those cases.

The two direct responses to Professor White’s paper in this symposium share some of these assumptions about the development of foreign affairs law. Both Professor Richard Collins and Professor Sarah Cleveland conclude that no revolutionary transformation occurred, because they believe that developments in related areas of law, such as Indian law, immigration law, and territorial law, already had established the foundations for the system of executive dominance, legislative acquiescence, and judicial abstention. Professor Collins identifies several cases that he believes provided antecedents for decisions such as Missouri v. Holland, United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., United States v. Belmont, and United States v. Pink. Examining similar cases, Professor Cleveland cautions that we ought not “overdramatize the extent of the transformation.” It strikes me, however, that a revolution occurred in foreign affairs law during the period that White describes. While it may be true that decisions in areas such as Indian law and immigration law contained language presaging the transformation that was to come, they did not rob the later decisions of their revolutionary character or impact. Law governing Indians, immigration, and overseas possession are, to say the least, technical, discrete bodies of law that have not been the focus of the larger body of constitutional law. Indian law, in particular, is virtually sui generis. To show that the earlier cases in these technical fields share some elements of thought with the later, more significant decisions does not demonstrate that the later relied on the earlier, that the earlier compelled the later, or that the earlier even influenced the later. Surveying Indian law for lessons on foreign affairs law is sort of like gleaning the tax code for rules on reading the Constitution.

Professors Collins and Cleveland, however, engage in this
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analysis because they are laboring under the same assumptions about causation as Professor White. They see the constitutional law of foreign relations as somewhat fixed, and that the developments that occur, to the extent that they do, as the result of an internal dynamic. Under closer analysis, however, these assumptions do not hold. Using Indian law as an example, it is clear that nineteenth-century Supreme Court jurisprudence was not static, but rather oscillated between polar extremes in defining tribal sovereignty. *Worcester v. Georgia*,\(^{201}\) Chief Justice Marshall's seminal opinion in the last of a series of cases that have come to be known as the *Marshall Trilogy*,\(^{202}\) recognized the independent status of tribal sovereignty. Grappling with this same issue of tribal sovereignty in *United States v. McBratney*,\(^ {203}\) the Court scaled back tribal self-government, implicitly finding tribes to be dependent communities, wards of the federal government. And as the nineteenth century drew to a close, the Court continued to swing back and forth on the issue, sometimes recognizing independent sovereignty,\(^ {204}\) and sometimes not.\(^ {205}\) Certainly, the reliance on Indian law as a static body of law during the nineteenth century is misplaced, and the only difference between the Collins-Cleveland approach and the analysis taken by Professor White is that Collins and Cleveland believe that the changes began at an earlier stage than does Professor White. What they fail to do is explain why doctrines that they argue developed well before the turn of the century jumped over to the broader context discussed by Professor White. In a sense, they cannot provide this necessary explanation because their analyses are similarly unlinked to any exogenous influences, and they see changes in the law as internal to the law itself.

Our discussion of war powers here suggests a different way of looking at the constitutional regime of foreign affairs, one
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that may bring more harmony to the apparent tensions between White and his critics. It seems from the war powers example that the Framers did not understand the Constitution to create a fixed, narrow framework to govern foreign affairs. Instead, they anticipated that the Constitution's allocation of power to the President and Congress would yield a fluid and flexible system that could expand and change to meet international challenges, and that could recede and change shape during more quiescent periods. War powers also suggests that the constitutional system could, and perhaps did, accommodate two different models of foreign affairs policymaking from the earliest days of the Republic. A president could use his executive powers to take the initiative in war making, especially in periods of danger or emergency, but at other times Congress could use its powers to win an equal role in decision making. Such flexibility would explain the contrary themes identified by White on one hand and Collins and Cleveland on the other. During some historical periods and in some areas, the political branches may come to the conclusion that an executive-dominant system is necessary to effectively pursue the national interest; at other times, a more balanced approach might be desirable. This adaptable system, probably peculiar to foreign affairs law, would allow the pro-Executive system described by Collins and Cleveland in certain narrow fields, while generally permitting the normal balance of powers, as described by White, for most of the nineteenth century. It also would permit the transformation described by White without raising the same concerns about illegitimacy that have plagued the parallel New Deal changes to this day.

If the constitutional system is as flexible as suggested here, then the dynamic driving the changes in the constitutional regime cannot be internal, because the system itself does not determine any specific framework or outcome. Instead, as war powers demonstrates, the constitutional system allows a range of subconstitutional institutional arrangements for policymaking that arise from the interaction of domestic political power and international pressures on the United States. For example, at the very birth of the Constitution, the United States was drawn into the ongoing war between Great Britain and France, first as a neutral supplier and shipper of goods and eventually, by the War of 1812, as a theater of combat. In response, the constitutional system allowed the executive branch
to assume greater leadership and initiative in foreign affairs, as indicated by President Washington's Neutrality Proclamation, which was the subject of the Pacificus-Helvidius debates, which themselves were a reflection of the competing models of foreign affairs law. As the end of the Napoleonic Wars and the Concert of Europe brought relative peace and stability to Western Europe, the United States no longer needed to maintain a high level of readiness or involvement in world politics, and a system of balanced participation by the branches could take root. The Civil War, however, disrupted this arrangement. Under the pressure of Southern rebellion, President Lincoln took wartime measures that relied on an expanded notion of presidential authority, and his lawyers defended his actions as constitutionally permitted in time of war and emergency in terms that recalled the arguments of the Washington administration and Pacificus. Peacetime, however, allowed the foreign relations framework to revert back to the system of balanced participation that served as the stage for the transformation so clearly perceived by Professor White.

Several pressures external to constitutional law may explain, in similar terms, White's revolution. The period examined by Professor White witnessed a stunning transformation in America's place in the world. The frontier closed, creating domestic pressures for a more ambitious foreign policy. With its great physical resources and its unchallenged dominance in the Western Hemisphere, the United States soon assumed a place as a great power. It fought the Spanish-American War of 1898 against a declining colonial power and seized an overseas empire as a result. It intervened in the Great War between the European powers and played the decisive role in the winning of the war and the making of the peace. Despite its efforts to create a structure for a new world order, as historian Walter LaFeber describes it, the United States could not prevent another world war without entering the conflict. Accepting the
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common wisdom of the United States as profoundly isolationist during the interwar period might lead one to think that American policy aims and external pressures could not have effected a change in the constitutional regime of foreign relations. During the period discussed by White, however, the United States sought to maintain international peace through economic diplomacy and ambitious multilateral treaties, and then, as is well known, cooperation with and support of, the antifascist alliance. This policy of international engagement required greater initiative and independence on the part of the Executive.

As I have argued, I think that history indicates—at least for scholarship on foreign affairs and the Constitution—the broad constitutional boundaries within which the political system can structure different frameworks for making policy. Approaching history, the Constitution, and foreign affairs in this way makes Professor White’s work all the more important, and indicates why it represents a striking new direction for foreign affairs scholarship. If the Constitution provides for a flexible arrangement of foreign affairs powers within some fairly broad parameters, then understanding how our modern system evolved is indispensable for the job of evaluating it. The expansion of executive authority in international agreement making, for example, may have been necessary to deal with the nation’s growth as a world power, but perhaps it was not the inevitable or compelled result of the constitutional design. If we live in a different world today, one in which the threats to our security posed by other nation-states have receded, but one in which the problems that were formerly the subject of domestic regulation require international solutions, then a flexible foreign affairs Constitution allows us to modify the existing framework to take into account new concerns and goals. White’s work helps us understand the impulses and intellectual developments that produced the foreign affairs framework we have today, and it gives us the necessary perspective to decide whether to change it in light of new circumstances. Originalism has an important part to play in this aspect of foreign affairs scholarship, because it can help us identify the constitutional boundaries within which politics can establish the framework of the moment, and it can explain why the Framers
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established the boundaries that they did. Together, these uses of history can provide a complete picture of foreign affairs and the Constitution.